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Abstract: The purpose of designing a second language curriculum is to use 
beliefs about the nature of second language learning to develop content in a 
sequence to match the learner’s purpose and learning goals. This paper analyzes 
observations of first year English communication curricula at private mid-tier 
universities in Japan. It gives a literature review describing the importance of 
needs analysis in relation to curriculum design. The paper then analyzes the 
strengths and weaknesses the author has observed in current language curricula. 
Suggestions are made for improvement based on various TESOL research, such 
as, the implementation of task based learning, learner autonomy, extensive 
reading and portfolio assessment. Finally, issues are raised around institutional 
curriculum design practices and the inclusion of focused curriculum design in 
teacher training. 
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要旨：第二言語カリキュラムを構築する狙いは、第二言語学習の本質に関する見識に
基づいて、学習者の目的と目標に適う一連のコンテンツを開発することである。本稿
は、日本の中堅大学における初年次英語コミュニケーション教育カリキュラムを分析
する。まず既存文献に参照し、カリキュラム構築におけるニーズ分析の重要性を明ら
かにする。次に、筆者が認識する現行カリキュラムの長所と短所を分析する。さらに、
様々な TESOL 関連研究に基づき、タスク中心学習、学習者の自主性、多読、ポート
フォリオ評価といった要素を導入することを、改善策として提案する。最後に、組織
的なカリキュラム構築や教員養成におけるカリキュラム構築の導入といった案件に
関して問題提起を行う。 
キーワード：カリキュラム構築、ニーズ分析、コミュニケーション・シラバス 
 
 
1. Introduction 
A teacher or curriculum designer’s approach is their way of defining how students need 
to learn and is driven by assumptions and theoretical support for what occurs in the 
classroom. Since the 1970s, one view which has been gaining in popularity is the 
communicative approach. It states that students should focus on improving their ability 
to express their thoughts. Both inductive and deductive learning techniques should be 
applied in relation to theories of natural discourse, pragmatics and semantics in order to 
meet the learner’s needs (Brown, 1995, p.6). 
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The learner’s needs can be diagnosed by conducting a needs analysis. Graves 
(2000) states that a needs analysis is used to collect information about what the learner 
should be learning and their learning context. Some examples of the categories included 
in the analysis include demographic information, educational background, language 
proficiency, purpose of study and life experience. If this information is lacking it makes 
it difficult to design appropriate material and content appealing to the learner’s interests. 
The needs analysis will facilitate the creation of instructional objectives. 
Graves (2000) describes these objectives as the determining factor of what the learners 
will learn and how to teach the content in a structured timeframe. Areas to consider 
include topic, genre, tasks, projects, grammar, vocabulary and pragmatic knowledge. 
After consideration, the syllabus designer can analyse, synthesize and clarify the 
knowledge and skills necessary to meet the student’s language needs (Brown, 1995, 
p21).  
This paper will profile a first-year conversation class curriculum at a private 
Japanese university. It will attempt to analyse and evaluate the strengths and 
weaknesses of the program and then make suggestions for improvements. 
 
2. Literature Review 
The task of creating a curriculum maybe daunting for those with little experience and so 
it is helpful to think of a structure or sequence to the process. Richards and Rodgers 
(1982) suggest a framework of: approach, design and procedure. First consider the 
theory of language and learning related to the content, function or skill required, then 
decide on the roles of the learners, teachers and materials and finally devise an 
instructional system (Brown, 1995, p2). 
Theories of Second Language Acquisition will be vastly influential on deciding 
the approach to a curriculum design. Although some theories are controversial, others 
are more widely held within the field. Krashen (1983) highlighted the importance for 
the learner to have access to vast amounts of comprehensible input. Hatch and Wagner 
Gough (1976) proposed that the L2 acquisition order can be decided by how often 
linguistic items appear in the input. Hamayan and Tucker (1980) discovered that input 
frequency had a positive effect on accuracy. Therefore, creating frequent encounters of 
certain forms in input will increase the probability of their acquisition. The Noticing 
Hypothesis – Schmidt (1990) stated that picking up formal features in input and 
noticing the differences between them and a learner’s own output is an essential part of 
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the SLA process. Thus, learners should be presented with vast amounts of input, 
presenting correct forms that they are trying to acquire as exemplars. The Interaction 
Hypothesis – Long (1983) proposed that the modifications made by native or more 
proficient speakers of the L2 when speaking to a non-native speaker provide 
comprehensible input and aid acquisition. The negotiation helps the learner to use 
selective attention to make connections between the input and their own output. Hence, 
curriculum designers should create plenty of opportunities for interaction within the 
classroom that calls for lots of negotiation of meaning. The Comprehensible Output 
Hypothesis – Swain (1985) stated that comprehensible input by itself was not enough to 
make certain that learners reach advanced levels of grammatical and sociolinguistic 
competence. She based this on studies of French immersion programs in Canada, where 
learners received vast amounts of input daily but failed to reach high levels of 
proficiency in the TL. It is essential for learners to be frequently pushed to produce 
output to achieve a function or task. Pushed output will coerce learners into a move 
from semantic (top-down) to syntactic (bottom-up) processing as they try to concisely 
construct sentences that are socially appropriate. Dynamic Assessment provides learners 
with the opportunity for greater uptake leading to greater aptitude. Teachers should 
assess and give feedback on a task before allowing students to complete it again and 
then assess the students based on improvements they have made around the teacher’s 
feedback (Ellis, R., 2008, p.528). Explicit knowledge can facilitate the acquisition of 
implicit knowledge through the communicative use of language (Bialystok, 1978; 
Paradis, 1994; Ellis, R., 2008). Students should be allowed the opportunity to learn 
language implicitly through communication and unaltered input as well as explicitly 
through some form focus on the form of the language. 
Nation (2007)’s Four Strands suggests a well-balanced course include 
meaningful, comprehensible input related to the learner’s purpose. As well as 
meaningful output, with a goal of conveying a meaningful message to someone. A 
course should also include language focused learning with deliberate learning of 
language items. His other key component is fluency development to build automaticity 
in learners. These are some of the key SLA theories that a curriculum designer may 
draw on to help decide their approach.  
The approach should be applied to the design of a successful language 
learning curriculum. The first aspect to consider when designing a curriculum are the 
environmental factors. Richards (2001) would describe this as an analysis of the 
constraints, which may have an impact upon a curriculum’s design. Firstly, how much 
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contact time will there be with the students? Lack of class time is a huge constraint, 
especially relevant to the complexity of learner goals. Secondly, what is the level of 
interest or motivation to study? Lower motivation will require a more learner centered 
approach. Another factor is the starting proficiency of the students. Lower proficiency 
learners will require more explicit instruction. The experience of the teacher is also 
relevant, since less experienced teachers will need more training in how to use materials 
and conduct activities. The teaching situation should also be considered in terms of 
classroom layout and available technology. 
The environmental factors and their impacts can be identified along with 
learner goals through the needs analysis. Through this assessment, it is possible to 
identify the learner’s target needs, the functions they require in the target language or 
will find useful to complete a “defensible purpose” (Stufflebeam, McCormick, 
Brinkerhoff and Nelson, 1985, p.16). As well as their learning needs (what they need to 
do in order to learn). Firstly, the analysis must consider their objective needs or the 
necessities of the learner in their context. Secondly, it must analyse their present ability 
or what is lacking from their language proficiency in its current state. Finally, it must 
identify the students’ subjective needs, what they actually want to learn. In order to 
identify the necessities, we can speak to students and administration staff about the 
student’s likely future use of the target language. Is it a narrow focus, such as English 
for a specific scenario (e.g. business English, work place specific English) or a wide 
focus (a general four skills approach)? The best way to identify lacks in the students’ 
current proficiency is to conduct a diagnostic test. For example, vocabulary level can be 
checked using the Vocabulary Size Test (Nation & Beglar, 2007). Another method 
would be to look at students’ previous work. Finally, to check the students’ wants, you 
can ask them directly. If lower proficiency learners are unsure of what they might want 
to study, this can be solved by giving them a list to be ranked in order of desire to study. 
All of these results should be recorded in order to defend decisions made if asked by an 
administrator.  
There are a number of procedures, sources and instruments that can be used to 
gather the information necessary for a needs analysis. This input can be used to identify 
priorities, abilities and attitudes of the learner group, along with solutions to perceived 
problems, which might arise. The four main instruments are existing information, tests, 
observations and interviews. Existing information includes the institution’s 
requirements or description of the desired program, teaching manuals, literature based 
on past programs, information from peers at the institution or similar institutions 
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running comparable programs and personal communications with the administration of 
the institution. Test scores hold a good source of information on the students’ current 
proficiency level, whether in house, such as entrance exams or global proficiency tests, 
for example, the TOEIC test. Observations can be conducted in the classroom to record 
behaviours, problems encountered and the feelings of students throughout the program. 
Finally, unstructured interviews with administers and students can explore issues, which 
can be followed-up more closely in a structured procedure, such as a questionnaire 
(Brown, 1995, p.50). Although, it is ideal to carry out all of these procedures before the 
first class, access to the students at this time is not always possible and so procedures 
such as interviews, questionnaires and observation of the students may have to be 
conducted from the first class on, allowing for responsive adjustment to the curriculum 
design. All these sources should be triangulated as an ethnographic study of the learning 
situation along with the learner’s various needs. 
Once the learner’s needs have been assessed it is possible to create general 
goals for learning and more specific objectives of what the learner will be able to do at 
the end of the curriculum. Next the syllabus can be developed in a sequence to match 
the goals and objectives along with the designer’s beliefs about language learning.  
Another factor to consider is assessment. This should supply teachers and 
students with data on the current level and progress being made, as well as, encourage 
students’ motivation to participate (Nation & Macalister, 2009, p.124). Criterion 
reference tests work best at revealing the skills mastered by a student. 
The teaching materials must be found, adapted or created based on the 
program goals, the institution and the time available. The materials should be centred 
around a topic and usable by any teacher stepping in to teach the program (Brown, 1995, 
p139). The program should be evaluated as an ongoing process, formatively to improve 
the curriculum as it is taught and summatively to decide how successful it was (Brown, 
1995, p.226). 
 
3. Analysis of Observed Communication Curricula 
This part of the paper attempts to analyse some of the observations made by a teacher 
during his experience of teaching communication courses at private Japanese 
universities. Several universities in Japan offer general English language classes often 
called an English Communication Course. They are often described as teaching all 
English skills with the main emphasis being on communication. The author, having 
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taught such programs describes his observations of them and subsequent course 
evaluation in relation to needs analysis. 
The students of these courses are generally of a pre-intermediate or 
intermediate English proficiency. The common European Framework would probably 
describe them as A2, general English level 3 or B1 general English level 4. Their TOEIC 
scores are around 450-550. Since many of them have come from the attached private 
school or similar institutions they are used to the discipline and the high expectations of 
the institution and so are generally able to focus, work hard and aim for high scores in 
assessment. Most of them are there to gain the qualifications necessary to enter certain 
careers (often related to their major, one of the core subjects previously mentioned) and 
take an active part in society. They understand the importance of English due to the 
Japanese custom of testing employees’ English as part of recruitment into a company and 
an ongoing assessment that can lead to promotion or further job opportunities. So, they 
have instrumental motivation to study. Several of them also have intrinsic motivation to 
study English so that they can communicate with foreigners, learn about other cultures 
and make friends, either whilst in Japan or studying abroad. Many have done study 
abroad programs or intend to in the future and the university offers several such 
programs. 
The textbook used claims to take a four-skilled approach with a firm 
foundation in communication. It claims to be suitable for the A2 level of the Common 
European Framework of Reference. It is an integrated structural and functional/notional 
syllabus based on units with a given topic. Teachers are encouraged to supplement the 
textbook with outside materials to fit the needs of the curriculum. Nation and Macalister 
(2010) state several reasons for adapting materials including unsuitability due to level 
and the access to more suitable materials. Criterion reference tests are often used but in 
some classes teachers are allowed to devise their own assessment for midterm and final 
assessment.  
These types of curricula are not completely inappropriate. They match the needs 
of many of the learners (particular those of lower proficiency) for some language 
focused instruction. The textbook gives tables with exemplars showing the correct use 
of morpho-syntactic items, which the teacher could supplement by asking inductive 
Socratic questions and eliciting and giving more relevant examples. These are followed 
by FonFS gap fill or choice exercises and then FonF communicative activities. 
Vocabulary items were elicited in a similar way with match the picture to the 
vocabulary exercises. All of which were beneficial for the students. Following Nation 
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(2007)’s four strand approach; language features such as vocabulary, grammar and 
pronunciation were all paid particular attention to. The same items were presented more 
than once, spaced out and students were required to use their background knowledge to 
help discover the rules (inductively or deductively). Schmidt (1983) studied Wes an L2 
learner who acquired English naturalistically through interaction. Despite enjoying 
regular contact with speakers of the L2 Wes also suffered from Pidginization. He had 
good communication skills but poor linguistic ability. Explicit learning/teaching is 
necessary for learners after they have passed the critical period. The pedagogical 
implication is that explicit instruction has a role in SLA. Another positive is that the 
teachers used the lexical and morpho-syntactic items repeatedly across a wide range of 
tasks and also employed specific tasks such as the 4-3-2 activity to develop fluency 
(Nation, 2007). The repeated exposure to familiar language along with time pressure to 
increase the speed and automaticity of learners receptive and productive skills was a 
positive aspect of the curriculum. The material contains some good reading and writing 
exercises, which due to time constraints were usually set as homework. Due to time 
constraints, the teachers often had to decide which was more beneficial to the students 
learning and often opted for the writing tasks in the textbook or those he had created 
himself. Therefore, the lack of time dedicated to reading was one issue with the 
curriculum. 
In fact, there are many areas, which can be improved upon. The input 
supplied by the text is meaningful and comprehensible. The students are able to gain 
knowledge of unknown items through contextual clues or background knowledge. 
However, it is not always appropriate to the language needs of the students, interesting 
or authentic. The listening texts supplied with the textbook contain very contrived 
monologues or conversations used to exemplify a language point. They are very 
inauthentic and do not sound like the normal, natural speech used by native speakers. 
Schmidt (1994) stated that if the primary goal is for the learners to function outside the 
classroom in the target language, then teaching materials should reflect what happens in 
the real world linguistically. For this reason, the teachers has had to omit the worst of 
the listening texts and try to gather or make better listening texts. As a result, perhaps 
there was not a sufficient amount of listening included in the curriculum. 
Probably the most problematic element of the syllabus is that the topics and 
speaking functions/notions do not adequately cover the needs of the learners should 
they travel abroad either for a trip or study. Since, these are EFL learners their language 
goals and future use should be better met. There are no situational or functional 
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elements to deal with for example, arriving at the airport, checking in to a hotel, asking 
for or giving directions.  
Although the activities included in the material and devised by the teacher 
promoted some interaction, it was not sufficient enough. The Interaction Hypothesis – 
Long (1983) proposed negotiation helps the learner to use selective attention to make 
connections between the input and their own output so teachers should create plenty of 
opportunities for interaction within the classroom that calls for lots of negotiation of 
meaning. Learners should be given opportunities to work meaning out for themselves, 
whilst interacting with a broad range of peers.  
Giving students learner autonomy and allowing them the responsibility of 
choosing their own methods to attain their own self decided goals is an effective 
strategy of motivating language learners (Dornyei, 1994). One area clearly lacking from 
the needs analysis for this curriculum was the identification of the student’s wants. 
There was no clear attempt made to discover what the students subjectively wanted to 
learn. This could be solved by allowing elements of the syllabus to be negotiated by the 
students, which would in turn ensure their needs are better met and their motivation 
through autonomy nurtured. 
 
4. Suggestions for Improvement 
After class observation, interviewing of students and discussion with colleagues 
teaching similar curricula; needs analysis appears to show many ways to improve the 
curriculum. First and foremost, whilst the material has many good points it seems to be 
restrictive when used as the primary material. Since, the students must purchase the 
material they are likely to be dismayed if it is not used enough. However, whilst some 
of the language focused elements are useful, the topics, situations, listening and reading 
texts are not inclusively appropriate for the student’s level or needs. Therefore, one 
suggestion for improvement to the course would be to remove this material.  
Long and Crookes (1992) study would describe this type of curriculum as a 
synthetic syllabus A. They claim this type of syllabus is problematic because it uses a 
theory of language unsupported by SLA research and produces stilted artificial samples 
of the TL. Perhaps a more task based approach using portfolio assessment could be 
more beneficial. Prabhu (1987, p.70; Krashen, 1982) claim that language form is 
innately acquired through the application of systematized abstract rules and principles 
of the TL. In addition, one study by Baturay and Dalogu (2010) showed that students 
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benefit and enjoy portfolio assessment and make the same language gains as students 
using more traditional test based assessment. 
After taking this into consideration along with other research regarding the 
importance of interaction a more communicative task based approach could be applied 
to the curriculum. Each lesson would be based around a situation and task relevant to 
the learners needs. The positive of the language points would be kept from the previous 
structural syllabus and integrated with the new task based syllabus as pre or post task 
elements including explicit teaching where necessary or FonFS activities to reinforce 
the FonF of the communicative tasks. The tasks would, where possible, be introduced or 
reinforced with listening or reading. Written classwork and homework would be set as 
well as extra (self-motivated) work encouraged to fill the students’ portfolio, which 
would be included as part of the assessment. In order, to combat the lack of reading, an 
extensive reading program would be introduced. The students would be encouraged to 
read a graded book once a week outside of class. Two book reports would be included 
as assessment to ensure they read at least two books and other in class activities would 
discuss the books they had read to try and encourage them to actually do the reading. 
Research suggests that extensive reading can increase level appropriate comprehensible 
reading input in the input lacking EFL environment (Day & Bamford, 1998; Tanaka, 
2007; Beglar, Hunt & Kite, 2012). Negotiated syllabus lessons could also added to 
boost motivation through learner autonomy. 
The new assessment could be made up of: 30% attendance and participation, 
30% written portfolio and 40% mid-term and final speaking tests based on the language 
points learned during each previous half term. The hopes are that this new syllabus 
would retain the positives of language focus, whilst ensuring the four skills are better 
practiced and the class interaction is greatly increased to better match SLA theory. 
 
5. Discussion 
The issue I feel this paper highlights most is the importance of institutional support for 
new inexperienced teachers at the university level. Whilst teaching is definitely a very 
hands on, learn as you go profession, supported by theories learned in a classroom, there 
is lots of room for practical training, development and the sharing of ideas. Teachers 
within institutions should be introduced and encouraged to work together on the design 
of a curriculum for the institution. Often there are several teachers in the same 
institution teaching vastly different curriculums with different types of assessment to 
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students who all sign up for a class with the same title. This could be considered very 
unfair to the students.  
In addition, TESOL MSEd. and MA programs could benefit from more 
practical based instruction or advice on the best type of syllabus to match certain 
learners needs. Whilst syllabus design and needs analysis is a huge element of some 
programs, one hugely beneficial task might be looking closely at the basic design of 
popular programs such as a four-skilled general English class, a listening class, reading, 
class, writing class, business English class etc. As SLA theory evolves and expands, 
curriculums will continue to change and adapt, it is through the sharing of ideas learned 
in both theory and experience that teaching and curriculums will improve and students’ 
language learning will be better facilitated. 
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